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    Head Office

Höntzsch GmbH & Co. KG
 Gottlieb-Daimler-Straße 37
 D-71334 Waiblingen

Tel.: +49 / 7151 / 1716-66
 Fax: +49 / 7151 / 58402
 
 info@hoentzsch.com
 www.hoentzsch.com



                                
                                    



                                
                                
                                    



                                
                            

                        
                
        


            


            

                
    
            
                    
                            
                                
                                
                                    



                                
                                
                                    

	
			
				
					

	
			
				Höntzsch flow measuring technology worldwide!
			

		



						



						



				
			
		


                                
                                

    Addresses and Agency Network
 The variety of applications and the reliability of our flow velocity and flow rate sensors make the marketing of our products around the world possible. All over the world our measuring equipment guarantees process and site safety and security. The trust and satisfaction of our customers is proof enough.
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                About Cookies
            

                    This website uses cookies. Those have two functions: On the one hand they are providing basic functionality for this website. On the other hand they allow us to improve our content for you by saving and analyzing anonymized user data. You can redraw your consent to using these cookies at any time. Find more information regarding cookies on our Data Protection Declaration and regarding us on the Imprint.
                
 

                    Settings
                

                                            Mandatory
                                        

                                            These cookies are needed for a smooth operation of our website.
                                        
	Name	Purpose	Lifetime	Type	Provider
	
                CookieConsent
            	
                Saves your consent to using cookies.
            	
                1
                year
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Website
                
            
	
                fe_typo_user
            	
                Assigns your browser to a session on the server.
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Website
                
            
	
                site_language_preference
            	
                Saves the browser language to load the respective country version
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTTP
            	
                
                    Website
                
            





                                            Marketing
                                        


                                            With the help of these cookies we strive to improve our offer for our users. By means of anonymized data of website users we can optimize the user flow. This enables us to improve ads and website content.
                                        
	Name	Purpose	Lifetime	Type	Provider
	
                _ga
            	
                Used to distinguish users.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _gat
            	
                Used to throttle request rate.
            	
                1
                day
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _gid
            	
                Used to distinguish users.
            	
                1
                day
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _ga_GTM-NPTHP5H
            	
                Used to throttle request rate.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                _gac_UA-16228020-1
            	
                Used to throttle request rate.
            	
                3
                months
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Google
                
            
	
                IDE
            	
                Contains a randomly generated User-ID. Google can use this ID to recognize the user across different websites and display personalized advertising.
            	
                1
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    doubleclick.net
                
            
	
                test_cookie
            	
                Is set as a test to check whether the browser allows cookies to be set. Does not contain any identification features.
            	
                15
                minutes
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    doubleclick.net
                
            
	
                YSC
            	
                YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
            	
                
                session
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Youtube
                
            
	
                VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
            	
                A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
            	
                6
                months
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Youtube
                
            
	
                CONSENT
            	
                YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
            	
                2
                years
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Youtube
                
            
	
                yt-remote-device-id
            	
                YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
            	
                
                none
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Youtube
                
            
	
                yt-remote-connected-devices
            	
                YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
            	
                
                none
            	
                HTML
            	
                
                    Youtube
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